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Last month, an anonymous hacking group published a slew of documents that revealed a vast operation by the Integrity 

Initiative and its parent group, the Institute for Statecraft. The organizations and their slew of affiliates sought to 

propagandize a Western audience by crafting false narratives, creating smears out of whole cloth, and in all of these 

efforts, backed by the UK intelligence community. In other words, make psychological warfare sound like journalism, 

while accusing Russia of the same. 

The influence of the group and its contacts stretches from news outlets in Europe to Washington DC insiders to Silicon 

Valley. Multiple reports published by Grayzone, the World Socialist Website and others map this infinite array of 

relationships, which we will not endeavor to outline in full here. 

The revelation is not merely an embarrassment to some factions within the British intelligence community, but 

represents a glimpse into the inner workings of the propaganda machine that keeps the plutocratic class in control of the 

public. 

John Pilger once wrote of Edward Bernays, the founder of modern propaganda: “Bernays’ influence extended far beyond 

advertising. His greatest success was his role in convincing the American public to join the slaughter of the First World War. 

The secret, he said, was “engineering the consent” of people in order to “control and regiment [them] according to our will 

without their knowing about it. He described this as “the true ruling power in our society” and called it an “invisible 

government.” 

It is this same invisible controlling force that has been exposed at work in the anonymous hack of the Integrity Initiative. 

Grayzone’s Mohamed Elmaazi and Max Blumenthal summarized the scandal, writing: “Recent hacked documents have 

revealed an international network of politicians, journalists, academics, researchers and military officers, all engaged in highly 

deceptive covert propaganda campaigns funded by the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), NATO, Facebook 

and hardline national security institutions… The whole operation appears to be run by, and in conjunction with, members of 

British military intelligence… The exposing of the Integrity Initiative has just scratched the surface of what appears to be a 

much more sophisticated, insidious, and extremely online version of Operation Mockingbird.” 

In the weeks following the hack, major narratives pushed by the legacy press in the last two years have been exposed 

as  state-friendly propaganda, including but not limited to: Russiagate, the Skripal poisoning, the smearingof Jeremy 

Corbyn, and the pushback against the Catalan independence movement. Grayzone also illustrated the group’s ties to 

Trump-insiders Katharine and Sebastian Gorka and neoconservative interests, detailing the direct involvement of the 

State Department’s Todd Leventhal. 

The Integrity Initiative was not only involved with propagandizing against Russia. The group also interfered in American 

politics, according to Grayzone:  “It is clear that the influence operation has already been activated in the US. Hacked 

documents reveal that the Integrity Initiative is cultivating powerful allies inside the State Department, top DC think tanks, the 

FBI and the DHS, where it has gained access to Katharine Gorka and her husband, the fascist-linked cable news pundit 

Sebastian Gorka.” 

As commented on by Jimmy Dore, the leaked documents reveal the identity of a probable British intelligence 

asset,  Bracey-Lane, who worked for the 2016 Bernie Sanders campaign. Again, this suggests that the group was not 
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simply aimed at scare-mongering against Russia, but also actively worked to interfere in American politics while blaming 

Russia for the same thing. 
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A British military-intelligence front has been covertly organizing pundits & pseudo-experts to smear anyone 

who challenges the drive for a new Cold War. New docs show it's working with the State Dept, the Gorkas & 

DC think tanks to propagandize Americans: https://grayzoneproject.com/2019/01/08/new-documents-reveal-a-

covert-british-military-intelligence-smear-machine-meddling-in-american-politics/ … 

 

 

New Documents Reveal a Covert British Military-Intelligence Smear Machine Meddling In American... 

The Integrity Initiative is moving its international disinformation campaign from Europe to the US, with 

government and right-wing foundation money. 
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Max Blumenthal 

✔@MaxBlumenthal 

 

The Integrity Initiative puts the nexus between corporate media & the national security state on full display, 

revealing how a military-intel cut-out hired "perception management" experts to organize clusters of journalists 

and think tank hacks eager to push Russia hysteria. 
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The World Socialist Website described the sources of funding for the Initiative, writing: ” … with £1.96 million from the 

FCO and the rest from the US State Department, NATO and the American neoconservative Smith Richardson Foundation. 

Facebook, which plays an integral role in imposing censorship on behalf of US imperialism, donated £100,000.” 

The larger-than-life quality of the story included in Grayzone’s discovery of a fake, derelict location and real offices 

located in an area known as “the Temple,” that is filled with “barristers’ chambers and used to serve as the precinct for the 

Knights of Templar.” Grayzone also cites UK Parliament Member Chris Williamson, who directly compared the 

machinations of the Integrity Initiative with the CIA’s cold-war Operation Mockingbird: “These tactics resemble those 

deployed by the CIA in Operation Mockingbird that was launched at the height of the cold war in the early 1950s. Its aims 

included using the mainstream news media as a propaganda tool.”  

Despite the story’s historic significance of the scandal, Western corporate media’s glaring refusal to cover the story 

requires little explanation. Disobedient Media’s William Craddick noted last year that Richard Stengel, a former Editor of 

Time Magazine revealed in the leak to be tied to the Integrity Initiative via the Global Engagement Center and Todd 

Leventhal, had publicly advocated for the use of domestic propaganda. 
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William Craddick@williamcraddick 

At a Council on Foreign Relations forum about "fake news," former Editor at Time Magazine Richard Stengel 

directly states that he supports the use of propaganda on American citizens - then shuts the session down 

when challenged about how propaganda is used against the third world 
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That the Integrity Initiative would be unmasked as a front for state-backed propaganda is not without precedent. In the 

series Decipher You, this writer and President of the Internet Party of New Zealand Suzie Dawson noted the use of NGOs 

as proxy organizations used by intelligence agencies. 

Virtually simultaneous to the revelations stemming from the anonymously hacked documents, Disobedient Media‘s 

William Craddick also reported allegations that a British intelligence asset had infiltrated right-wing outlets including the 

Voice of Europe. The report was not the first time that British influence has been noted interfering in various US affairs. 

In April last year, Disobedient Media reported on Joseph Mifsud’s ties to UK intelligence figures, and other connections 

suggesting British influence at the heart of the Trump-Russia collusion narrative, concluding: 
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“Is British intelligence involvement in RussiaGate, as outlined above, the international version of CrowdStrike and former FBI 

figures manufacturing the Guccifer 2.0 persona specifically to smear WikiLeaks via false allegations of a Russian hack of the 

DNC? Have we been looking in the wrong place – at the wrong country – to unearth the so-called ‘foreign meddling’ in the 

2016 US election all along?” 

In light of evidence showing that Mifsud’s real ties are to British intelligence, not the Russian government, the possibility 

arises that the UK made efforts to subvert the Presidency of Donald Trump by creating false evidence of Russian 

interference in the 2016 US Presidential election. In this vein, former Reagan NSC staff-member Richard Levine discussed 

the role of the GCHQ in the evolution of the Trump-Russia collusion narrative, explaining the context in which Trump’s 

election to the US Presidency would have been seen as totally unacceptable in British establishment and intelligence 

circles: 

“As perceived throughout 2016, Donald Trump and his enunciated views on Muslims constituted a threat to cohesion within 

the United Kingdom as well as to its external affairs, for if Trump became President, a continuance of the special relationship 

between Britain and America could undercut Britain’s position vis-à-vis the nation’s burgeoning Muslim population as well as 

its relations with Muslim-majority nations. If Britain were to suspend its special relationship with America in the wake of a 

Trump presidency, the island nation’s economy and security could suffer grievous harm. Further, the next British monarch 

might be precluded from becoming the head of the Commonwealth of Nations due to friction with Muslim-majority members 

incensed by Washington. Thus, both courses appeared unacceptable.” 

Levine added: “It may therefore be contended that former or current operatives, with decades-long associations with 

American and British intelligence, took part in activities, which one of these individuals alleged was penetrated by Russia. Of 

course, these persons were not part of the Trump campaign or presidency: rather they are connected to the CIA, the FBI, 

and MI6.“ 

Grayzone writes of the Integrity Initiative’s focus on drumming up specifically neo-mccarthyist fervor: “The Integrity 

Initiative has sought to organize journalists across the West into an international echo chamber hyping up the supposed threat 

of Russian disinformation—and to defame politicians and journalists critical of this new Cold War campaign.” 

Small independent outlets including Disobedient Media were among those targeted by proxies and partners of the 

Integrity Initiative and its parent organization, the Institute for Statecraft. One of the earliest attacks on Disobedient 

Media came from the Atlantic Council’s controversial DFRLab, which infamously partnered with Facebook to help shape 

the social media giant’s censorship policy. The Atlantic Council was also revealed to be a partner of the Integrity 

Initiative. Disobedient Media co-founder William Craddick wrote of the Council’s attack on this outlet: 

“On February 10th, 2017, an article distributed by the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensics Lab attacked research published 

by Disobedient Media concerning the EU and added the Atlantic Council to a line of media houses and other outlets who deny 

the Wikileaks and Harvard Human Rights Journal supported research collected and published by Disobedient Media exposing 

the role that the Clintons and Department of State played in helping Laura Silsby and her co-conspirators off the hook after 

they were caught smuggling children illegally out of Haiti.” 

Disobedient Media’s coverage of the EU Army in particular noted the role of NATO in supplying the new fighting force 

with equipment and weaponry that was being shipped to Europe under the auspices of Operation Atlantic Resolve. 

Atlantic Resolve is an ongoing NATO operation intended to counteract Russia, a major geostrategic opponent of the 

United Kingdom. It should be of little surprise to anyone that British government propaganda programs would attack 

Disobedient Media’s coverage of operations that have allowed them to use the United States as a proxy in 

their centuries-long competition with Russia for political dominance both in Europe and around the globe. 

An even closer proxy of the Integrity Initiative attacked this writer in 2017, shortly after Disobedient Media covered the 

violent suppression of the Catalan independence movement by authorities in Spain. The Spanish paper of record El 

Pais then published a hit piece against this outlet, representing our coverage as a Russian disinformation front. Never 

mind that all individuals associated with Disobedient Media are US or UK citizens with no ties, financial or otherwise, to 

Russia. We are proud to accept zero financial incentive from anyone, Russian or not. We decline to so much as include 

Google advertising on our site, to maintain total independence. 

After being translated electronically from Spanish to English, the passage reads: 
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“The digital armies of the Kremlin operate with the same pattern: viralize exaggerated or false messages and news to 

exacerbate a crisis and encourage division in the US or Europe, something that ends up benefiting the position of Moscow. For 

that, these guerrillas use websites that look like serious diaries that create or host the news that is later shared. One of the most 

popular is DisobedientMedia.com, which is presented under the guise of a research journalism website, but which has been 

dedicated to promoting all sorts of false conspiracy theories such as the one that linked Hillary Clinton to a pedophile 

network. According to the Atlantic Council think tank, the employees of that supposed newspaper have also spread false news 

in the German campaign, as Angela Merkel allowed the entrance of ISIS jihadists in Europe to achieve greater military 

power.” [Emphasis added] 

The smear attempt continued: “Now that same medium and those same employees have launched to disseminate information 

about the Catalan crisis, often interacting with Assange himself. On September 15 they published a new in which they made 

false claims that the cancellation of the referendum has cast doubt on the permanence of Spain in the EU, that the Spanish 

government has restricted press freedom or that Amnesty International has condemned the illegal vote on the independence. 

The news ends with a photo of Francisco Franco on horseback and its author refers to “the enduring influence of the fascist 

dictator Francisco Franco in Spanish politics.” That same author, Elizabeth Lea Vos (@ElizabethleaVos) shared his 

information in Twitter seven days ago with messages like “Where is the EU’s response to Spanish authoritarianism?” 

Unsurprisingly, Grayzone has described El Pais as a specifically “friendly host” to the Integrity Initiative, and the World 

Socialist Website reported that a key focusing of the Integrity Initiative included meddling in Spanishaffairs, specifically 

regarding Catalan independence: 

“By showing the real sources of information on which they rely, newspapers like El País or El Mundo are exposed as conduits 

of the intelligence services to support the suppression of maverick political viewpoints… Last year, El País carried out a 

frenzied and paranoid campaign claiming that the Catalan crisis was not sparked by the Popular Party government’s violent 

repression of the secessionists, but was the result of Moscow and its “fake news.” It quoted experts and specialists working for 

Spanish think tanks like Instituto Elcano and Barcelona Centre for International Affairs (CIDOB), and the European Council 

on Foreign Relations. The leaked documents show that many members of these think tanks are members of the “Spanish 

Cluster” of the Integrity Initiative.” 

It appears that El Pais’s attack on this author and Disobedient Media was likely a part of the now-unmasked efforts of 

the Integrity Initiative’s to propagandize against anyone critical of the West or their allies. El Pais’s attempt to tie this 

author and Disobedient Media to the so-called “digital army of the Kremlin” didn’t so much as attempt to provide a 

single tie between this author or Disobedient Media and Russia, much less the Russian government. However, it would 

not be the last time that this outlet would be accused of acting on behalf of Russia despite all evidence to the contrary. 

Last year, Disobedient Media’s technical correspondent was shamelessly doxxed and attacked in a hit-pieceauthored by 

Duncan Campbell. Campbell, much like the Atlantic Council, similarly attacked Disobedient Media’s coverage of the EU 

Army and ties between certain British officials and organizations linked to terrorist networks. While multiple writers 

have since thoroughly debunked the claims made in Campbell’s farce of an article, Carter informed this writer that 

shortly before the piece was published, a photographer and journalist from the Sunday Times appeared at his residence 

unannounced. This would suggest that the journalists in question had been tipped off as to Carter’s real identity and 

address, as well as the imminent publication of Campbell’s report. Carter added that shortly after Campbell’s article was 

published, he received a follow-up email from Sunday Times reporter Ian Williams. 

Fascinatingly, Ian Williams is part of the ‘Russian Outer Core group of II‘ described in the Integrity Initiative scandal. 

While Carter cannot confirm that Ian Williams was the same reporter who appeared on his doorstep just prior to the 

publication of Campbell’s article, it is nonetheless relatively predictable that a reporter associated with the Integrity 

Initiative’s efforts to propagandize against Russia would seize on Campbell’s ad-hominem-drenched hysteria. 

It goes without saying that Disobedient Media is far from the only outlet targeted by organizations and individuals 

associated with the Integrity Initiative. However, by discussing the targeting of this single, minor independent outlet, 

one realizes the gravity of state-backed resources devoting to smearing domestic, independent voices. It provides a 

piece of a larger pattern seen repetitively across the independent media sphere, wherein critical thinkers are attacked 

viciously under the guise of “protecting democracy” and “countering pro-Russia talking-points.” 
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These groundbreaking revelations documented meticulously by Grazyone and others form the latest in a series of 

reports linking British intelligence to meddling in US political affairs, a twisted reflection of the reality deflected from in 

the Russiagate saga. That state-sponsored organizations targeted the leader of a political party is a revelation whose 

shockwaves should reverberate for a long time to come. 

If the incestuous relationship between the State and corporate world hadn’t already been proven, the revelation of this 

nefarious project should put the final nail in the coffin of the separation between technocracy, plutocracy and 

governance. 

Disobedient Media will continue to report on this story as it develops. 
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